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Disclaimer

Thank you,

Prags Mugunthan

Founder of Digital Knights

Digital Knights is a tech due diligence company that assesses the 
quality and performance of tech teams worldwide. This document 
features a company that engaged with Digital Knights to undergo 
its screening process, after which Digital Knights was pleased. 

Notwithstanding, please note that this document focuses solely on 
presenting a high-level overview of the company and its key 
strengths identified throughout the evaluation process. 

In order to obtain a more in-depth overview of the company in    
accordance with the due diligence methodology, please contact 
Digital Knights directly. 
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Founded: 2009

Founders:
CEO: Tomasz Szymański
CTO: Adam Warski
COO: Jan Zborowski

Website: http://softwaremill.com/

Team Size: 40+

Key Technical skills:

Methodology:
Agile Mix of Scrum/Kanban

Industry:
E-commerce
Telecommunications
SaaS
Fintech

Product & Development Strengths:
Discovery, Design, Development, MVP

Number of Completed Projects: 20-50

Company
Overview



Key Projects

Tipser
A platform for distributed e-commerce 

through digital pop-up shops.



Key Projects

IP Integrated
Reporting and Analytics Platform



Key Projects

High-performance SMS broker

IntelliSMS



Management

“The founders of SoftwareMill are easygoing, driven individuals whose 

persistence over time has led SoftwareMill into becoming a figure of 

authority in its industry, especially in terms of the team’s incredible 

technical knowledge. 

Although SoftwareMill is eager to grow and work on new and exciting 

projects, the founders have also managed to preserve a great company 

culture with a flat organizational style. These solid foundations shine 

throughout the company and in turn, greatly benefit its clients.”



Team

“The team is eager, talented, and committed - it benefits from a good, 

collaborative working environment, with great transparency towards 

clients and projects.

Through direct conversations, it is 100% clear that the team has 

both product and technical know-how; this can be attributed to its

strategy for identifying and onboarding top talent and keeping its

individuals up to date through continuous learning e�orts.”



Technology

“SoftwareMill has powerful, extensive and ever-expanding technology 

stack that includes Akka, Java, Scala, Python, and Cassandra to name 

a few.

The team actively looks to add new technical skills and expand its 

knowledge, an increasingly important trait in these fast moving times.”



Customer Feedback
“SoftwareMill created a great bridge between business and technology. 

Not only did they built amazing software for my firm, but they were

also involved with guiding me throughout the process, and their input 

really helped create this company.”

“At SoftwareMill, things happen quickly! The communication between 

us was second-to-none, they continuously worked extremely hard and 

were always there to answer any queries from my end immediately.”

“An extremely friendly, nice, and genuine team. They are great at 

explaining their tasks to non-technical people, which was a breath of 

fresh air for someone like me who had no technical experience.”
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